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A pictorial history of Great Britain’s independent bus and coach fleets from the 1960s. During the
1960s, many independent bus and coach fleets existed in Britain, and each varied enormously
in size and scope of operation. They ranged from major operators such as Barton Transport
(Nottinghamshire); Lancashire United and West Riding who operated stage carriage services as
well as coach fleets; or Wallace Arnold Tours of Leeds, a major coach touring company in Britain
and Continental Europe; to small operators who possessed just a handful of vehicles. The latter
were sometimes involved only in private hire work, for such things as outings to sporting events
or theaters, school or industrial contracts or often a combination of both. Smaller operators were
based throughout the country, sometimes in tiny villages but also in the heart of large
cities.Often the smaller operators bought redundant buses and coaches from major operators,
whether BET, BTC (Tilling) or municipal concerns, or London Transport. Many got bargains from
the latter, with surplus RT and RTL double-deckers sold following the disastrous bus strike and
service cuts of 1958. Conversely, redundant vehicles bought by independent fleets often brought
types that came from as far away as Scotland to London and the southeast. In the 1960s, the
oldest buses and coaches with independent fleets were those employed on school or industrial
contracts. These were not subject to the rigorous tests governing those carrying fare-paying
passengers, so could be kept going until they were literally falling apart! These were known as
“non-PSVs,” i.e. non-public service vehicles. On the other hand, some very small independent
fleets, often with the title “Luxury Coaches,” took great pride in their fleets. They would purchase
new coaches every two or three years and keep them in immaculate condition.The net result
was that British independent bus and coach operators in the 1960s had a fascinating variety of
chassis and body makes and styles, as well as liveries. This book shows many of these as they
were between fifty and sixty years ago.

About the AuthorJim Blake was born at the end of 1947, and he soon developed a passionate
interest in railways, buses and trolleybuses. In 1965, he bought a colour cine-camera, with which
he captured what is now very rare footage of long-lost buses, trolleybuses and steam
locomotives. These transport photographs have been published in various books and
magazines. Jim also started the North London Transport Society and, in conjunction with the
group, he has compiled and published a number of books on the subject since 1977, featuring
many of the 100,000 or so transport photographs he has taken over the years. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.
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AuthorINTRODUCTIONThis is the fifth in my series of photographic albums of British buses and
coaches in the 1960s, and probably features the most diverse collection of pictures of different
types of vehicles of all of them. This is because it deals with independent bus and coach
operators.Independent fleets themselves varied enormously in size and scope of operation,
ranging from major operators such as Barton Transport of Chilwell, Nottinghamshire; Lancashire
United and West Riding who operated stage carriage services as well as coach fleets; or
Wallace Arnold Tours of Leeds who were a major coach touring company in Britain and in
Continental Europe, to small operators who possessed just a handful of vehicles. These latter
were sometimes involved only in private hire work, for such things as outings to sporting events
or theatres, sometimes school or industrial contracts and sometimes a combination of both.
Smaller operators were based throughout the country, sometimes in tiny villages and at the
other end of the scale, also in the heart of large cities.It was often the case that smaller
operators, particularly those working school contracts or staff buses for industrial concerns,
bought up redundant buses and coaches from major operators, whether from BET, BTC (Tilling)
or municipal concerns, or indeed my own local operator London Transport. Many got bargains
from the latter, in the shape of surplus RT and RTL class double-deckers sold following the
disastrous bus strike and service cuts of 1958, in some cases when only four years old. Many of
them worked for many years longer with their new operators than they had at home in London,
and could be seen throughout Britain. Conversely, redundant buses bought by independent
fleets often brought types that came from as far away as Scotland to London and the south
east.In the 1960s, the oldest buses and coaches to be seen with independent fleets were
usually those employed on school or industrial contracts. These were not subject to the rigorous



testing that governed those carrying fare-paying passengers and therefore could sometimes be
kept going until they were literally falling apart! These were known as ‘non-PSVs’, i.e. non-public
service vehicles.On the other hand, some very small independent fleets, often with the title
‘Luxury Coaches’, took great pride in their fleets. They would purchase new coaches every two
or three years and keep them in immaculate condition.Generally speaking, the larger fleets – for
instance Lancashire United and West Riding – would purchase their vehicles new. However the
equally large Barton fleet based in Chilwell, Nottinghamshire was well-known for buying second-
hand vehicles from all manner of concerns, as well as buying vehicles new, and the result was a
tremendously varied and fascinating fleet.Another thing which made independent operators so
interesting in the 1960s was that some of them merely dumped old buses and coaches at their
premises after they had been withdrawn from service. Rather then selling them for scrap, they
were cannibalised for spare parts or used as store-sheds. A notable example of this was the
Staffordshire independent bus and coach operator Beresford of Cheddleton, who when I visited
their depot in June 1967 still had the skeletons of buses dating from the 1920s in their yard!
During the 1960s, I visited many independent bus and coach operators throughout most of
England. In addition, I often travelled to Wembley Stadium where buses and coaches of all sorts,
shapes and sizes would bring spectators to various sporting events from all over the country.
Similarly, coaches and occasionally stage-carriage buses belonging to independent fleets would
work as ‘reliefs’ for major operators’ express coach services in the summer to and from Victoria
Coach Station, where I spent many summer Saturdays in those days.The result is that I took
very many photographs of the vehicles concerned, concentrating on the older and unusual
ones, but also sometimes catching the very latest in bus and coach design. I am therefore
pleased to be able to present a selection of them here, few of which have ever been published
before. They are presented in chronological order.May I put on record my thanks to the PSV
Circle, from whose news-sheets my original records of most of the vehicles were compiled fifty
or so years ago. Also may I thank The Omnibus Society, John Kaye of the Omnibus Touring
Circle, Alan Osborne of the Eastern National Enthusiasts Group, and the late George Ledger
and Martin Haywood who organised some of the trips to these fleets back in the ‘old days’ for
making many of the pictures possible. Thanks also go to my old friends Paul Everett and Ken
Wright, who were often with me in those days, for refreshing my memory on some of the vehicle
details, and to Colin Clarke and John Scott-Morgan for making this book possible in the first
place.JIM BLAKEPalmers GreenAugust 2020By the mid-1960s, buses carrying wartime Utility
bodywork were very rare indeed, but on 7/9/65, such a vehicle in the shape of Chambers of
Bures’ Roe-bodied Guy Arab I 55-seater GV9614 is seen in Colchester Bus Station. This was a
place where many independent stage-carriage operators’ vehicles could be seen at this period.
All of this makes the Eastern National Bristol KSW on the right boring by comparison.Early post-
war 29-seat Bedford OBs were also getting scarce by this time, but at Colchester on the same
day, this view captures two with the same operator, despite their different liveries. ONO177 is
red, whilst ONO711 is blue, but both, which have Duple Vista bodywork, belong to Bennett of



Boxted.Barton of Chilwell was one of the best-known independent stage-carriage operators in
the 1960s. On 8/8/65, their 1953 all-Leyland Titan PD2/12 58-seater No.731 is seen at
Nottingham’s Huntingdon Street bus station. This Titan had been new to the operator which,
however, was well-known for its variety of second-hand vehicles too.Old buses were frequently
used by building contractors for staff buses after withdrawal by major operators. An example of
this, seen on 8/8/63, is HWO381, an all-Leyland lowbridge 53-seat Titan PD2/1 that had been
new to Red & White in 1950. It is seen in Tankerton, Kent near where I was on holiday at the time
with my parents, who are seen at the rear of the bus.Another former major company vehicle
used as workmen’s transport is KRB87, which had been No.201 in the Midland General fleet
and is a 32-seat Saunders-bodied Leyland Tiger PS1 dating from 1948. It now belongs to British
Railways, Eastern Region, in whose works yard at Finsbury Park it is seen on 8/2/64, and still
carries its previous operator’s dark blue and cream livery.One of the best-known independent
operators was Grey Green, based in Stamford Hill, North London not far from my home. On
15/2/64, their Duple Vega Major-bodied Bedford VAL14 448GYR has recently been delivered
when seen at the ill-fated Kings Cross, Pentonville Road Coach Station. Independent fleets ran
services from here to the north and to East Anglia – as in this case where the coach is bound for
Dovercourt, Harwich, Walton and Frinton.Old buses and coaches were also often bought by
fairground showmen, for use as living quarters and/or means of towing their equipment. On
30/3/64, CHU568 is seen at one of the famous Hampstead Heath fairs. This is a Bristol JO5G
that had been new to the Bristol Omnibus Company in 1936, and given a new ECW 35-seat
body in 1949.Also at Hampstead Heath that day, EOR579 is a wartime Utility Guy Arab I that
had been new to Aldershot & District, and has now been cut down to open-top.A well-known
independent operator was Cambridgeshirebased Premier Travel.An Omnibus Society tour to
their Chrishall headquarters on 10/5/64 sees their No.38 (GCE422)out of use. This is a 31-seat
Mullinerbodied Bedford OB dating from the early post-war years.Bearing blinds that have
obviously been set as a joke for the benefit of photographers on the tour, former West Yorkshire
Bristol K5G’s BWY993 and BWY988, Now No. 119 and 126 in Premier Travel’s fleet, date from
1937 but were given new 55-seat lowbridge ECW bodies in 1949.Two oddities in Premier
Travel’s varied fleet are No.145 (DCK214), a full-fronted Burlingham-bodied Leyland Titan PD2
which had been new to Ribble, in whose fleet they were nicknamed ‘White Ladies’, and No.73, a
Daimler CVD6 with very rare Wilkes & Meade bodywork which presumably has made its last trip
to or from Cambridge!A really rare survivor seen on 17/5/64, being used as static
accommodation at North London’s Alexandra Palace fair, is former London Transport forward-
entrance Country Area STL1504 (CXX491). One of a batch of fifty built in 1936, it had been
withdrawn in 1950. By coincidence, some of this batch had still been in use by London Transport
as tree-loppers until just a few months before this picture was taken, but this one was the only
one to survive with its upper deck intact. Sadly, it was burnt out by gypsies during the winter of
1964/65 and the remains sold for scrap. However its front registration plate survives: it had fallen
off the vehicle when I took this picture, so I ‘rescued’ it – and still have it today!Also at Alexandra



Palace that day is JG9933, a former East Kent Park Royal-bodied Leyland Tiger TS8 coach new
in 1937. It suffered the same fate as the STL above, unfortunately.Odd man out amongst all the
Bristol/ECW double-deckers working for Tilling fleet Southern Vectis on the Isle of Wight is
GDL764, an all-Leyland Titan PD2/1 lowbridge 55-seater new in 1950 to Seaview Services. It is
seen at Ryde Esplanade in what would be its last season in service on 28/5/64.Representing
some of the more quaint coaches that could be seen on hire to major operators on summer
Saturdays at Victoria, KKM131 is a 1949-built 29-seat Duple Vista-bodied Bedford OB with Blue
Rambler of Cliftonville, seen approaching Victoria Coach Station on hire to East Kent on
25/7/64.My summer holiday was again spent in East Kent territory that year. Here on 6/8/64,
former Ribble 1951 all-Leyland Royal Tiger PSU1/15 41-seat coach DRN760 is seen in Dover
working for Contract Bus Services.Also working as a building contractor’s staff bus, OCN83 is a
former Northern General Beadle coach with mechanical parts from a pre-war AEC chassis. It is
seen in Brighton on 19/8/64.Also in Brighton that day, wartime Utility Duple 28-seat Bedford
OWB GLH203 is seen dumped on waste ground, having latterly been used as a mobile shop for
a greengrocer!A much older vehicle still very much in service is Gosport & Fareham (‘Provincial’)
1936 Park Royal-bodied AEC Regent I 56-seater No.45. It was new to this operator, which was
renowned for its elderly and unusual vehicles, and is seen at Gosport Ferry on 26/8/64.At the
same location, two of Provincial’s more unusual buses are No.73, a wartime Guy Arab I double-
decker given a new Reading full-fronted 56-seat body in 1961, and No. 75, an AEC Regal 4 new
in 1934, which has a full-fronted 34-seat body new in 1958.The three vehicles seen above make
Provincial No.62 seem new! This is a recently-acquired ex-Southampton Corporation Guy Arab
III, new in 1948 with Park Royal 56-seat bodywork.A strange spectacle at the Kings Cross,
Pentonville Road coach station on 8/10/64 is that of these three Barton 1948 Duple 39-seat
Leyland Tiger PS1/1s.Nos 557, 566 and 567 are the last survivors of their batch and for some
reason have their seats removed and are carrying bicycles!Bere Regis & District was a well-
known independent operator in south-west England. Here on 11/10/64, their 534JBU, a new
Plaxton ‘Panorama’ 51-seat Leyland Leopard coach, is seen parked at the coach park in
London’s Waterloo Road, perhaps having brought a sightseeing party to town.Cronshaw of
Hendon was a well-known London coach operator.Here, LBV301, a Leyland Tiger Cub
PSUC1/2 with Duple ‘Britannia’ 41-seat bodywork new in 1959, is one of many coaches that
have brought spectators to Sir Winston Churchill’s state funeral on 30/1/65, and is parked at
Smithfield.A remarkable old vehicle seen in Victoria Street, Westminster on 20/2/65 is JA5514, a
1936 Leyland Tiger TS6, still with its original Harrington 32-seat bodywork!This coach had been
new to the North Western Road Car Company of Stockport, who sold it in 1953 to Gilbert’s
Coaches of Tunbridge Wells, for whom it is still operating here.Others of its batch were rebodied
after the war, therefore making this one with its original coachwork very rare indeed.Gilbert’s
were wellknown for keeping older coaches in service. Another seen the same day outside
Westminster Central Hall is their 1947 Duple Vista 29-seat Bedford OB BJR679 – actually one of
their newer coaches!Another use for retired buses in the mid-1960s was as transport for beat



groups doing ‘onenight-stands’ up and down the country.On 26/2/65, former Midland General
1946 Duple-bodied AEC Regal I 35-seater JRB130 is seen parked at Waterloo while performing
this function for Pye group, The Beatmen, who as far as I am aware did not record for the
legendary Holloway Road record producer Joe Meek.Typifying some of the very unusual
coaches still to be seen in the mid-1960s, LLT367 is a Foden with full-fronted Duple 37-seat
coachwork, new in 1951. It is seen in Dartford in the ownership of Arnold, East Peckham (Kent)
on 27/2/65. British_



northernblue, “A good book but geographical coverage is patchy. I bought this on pre-order on
the strength of Jim Blake's reputation and the publisher's previous offerings. With the Amazon
pre-order discount, it was excellent value and, even at the cover price, would be good value in
the current market for a substantial hardback printed on good quality paper. It is essentially a
photo album with either one or two images per page and informative, if not extensive, captions.
Whilst generally well-reproduced, the photos were a little too grey for my liking (no solid blacks)
but this did not detract unduly from the subject matter. There are no chapters; the rather
unhelpful contents page has only three entries: Introduction, Photos and About the Author. The
introduction describes the content as presented in chronological order, although I'm not sure
what this means as a Daimler Fleetline appears before many older types. Disappointingly, the
only colour appears on the cover. In design terms, it looks like a book that could have been
published 30 years ago, albeit to a very good standard (it is unlikely to fall apart unlike those of
another publisher whose transport titles have flooded the market recently) . The book covers a
wide range of operators and an interesting and eclectic selection of vehicles, but I can't recall
any from Scotland or North East England. Conversely, Barton transport accounts for over a
dozen pages and a colour photo on the cover, so the book will please some more than others.
Overall, a worthwhile book but not the definitive treatment of the subject that I had been hoping
for.”

M, “buses. Hubby loved this”

The book by Jim Blake has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 18 people have provided feedback.
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